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Abstract : Starry nights' by Shobha De portrays the story of Aasha 

Rani and Akshay that is based on a real life love story of two pairs of 

celluloid stars. It was a best seller in India after which Shobha De 

became the house name for a special class of people. De emphasized 

her creative excellence by using the cinematic flash back method of 

technique and thereby makes the narrator to tell the events with the benefit of hindsight. 

Sometimes she uses interior monologue to help the characters to analyse themselves and brings 

out the suppressed desires lying in the deep mind of the characters. For an example, Aasha Rani 

in Starry Night, quite often undertakes her journey between past and present and thereby tries to 

come back to the time and the society, in which she is part and parcel. 

Shobha De also uses controlled method of stream of consciousness techniques, that is necessary 

to the story for an instance as depicted in Socialite evening. Though there is similar techniques in 

Anitha Desai or Shashi Deshpande’s fiction, De brings her own technique to narrate her story in 

her novels. The book provides useful insight as how women and their relationships work in the 

high societies and what options they seek to remain in the relationship, and how to keep alive 

their physical desires.  She portrays the true picture of modern metropolitan life. Her novels deal 

with men and women of urban elite class their obsessions, disappointments and insecurities. 

Human relationships in De’s novels were important to see the fun, feelings, stress and struggle in 

their lives. She is esteemed for writing proper trashy romance lit and pseudo-erotica. Her art is 

easily apprehensible and is upright to show the bare disclosure of urban elite society, but she 

executed through the medium of art and exquisiteness, feeling and form. Her Art may not like by 

the readers but it has been fruitful to her to expose the absurd situation of the metropolitan elites. 

It spreads the message of revolting back for the rights of the woman which has a strong voice of 

objection and an outburst of suppression and discrimination of women in patriarchal society. She 

exhibits her characters in numerous types of relationships. 


